FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Barcom Launches Automated Temperature-Sensing Device
A safe, automated alternative to staff-managed temperature taking
CHATTANOOGA, TN – August 31, 2020 – Barcom announced today the release of Scan-Post™, a
standalone temperature-sensing solution to detect body temperature and manage access control.
This all-in-one device can also be used for contact tracing and managing time & attendance for a
safer, more secure environment.
Scan-Post is a flexible solution for organizations using internal staff to take the temperatures of
employees, visitors, patients, students, residents, and others entering their facility. Facial
recognition enables Scan-Post to easily identify and take the temperature of employees or others
who are listed in the company database, and mask detection reminds users to put on their mask
before entering when a mask is required. On-demand printing of a user’s name, results, or other
specified information on a color-coded label indicates the user has no sign of fever and may enter
the premises.
Temperature detection takes place in .2 seconds, with audible and on-screen alerts, moving users
through the process quickly and with high accuracy. “Every organization has concerns about
keeping their employees, customers and guests safe,” said John Rewcastle, president of Barcom.
“Scan-Post is a completely touchless, standalone unit that eliminates staffing issues and errors
related to manual temperature taking,” said Rewcastle.
Additional features include:
•
Email Notifications
•
Ingress Management
•
Employee Badge Scan
•
Database Options
•
Cloud Service Option
•
Optional Label Printing with Name, Image and Temperature Result
Scan-Post fits in most any space with three different mounting options to choose from (wall,
desktop, or floor mount), is fully customizable and offers highly accurate remote thermal
temperature measurement. This technology not only increases the safety and security of your
environment but maximizes productivity with efficiency and accuracy.
Scan-Post enables manufacturing facilities, warehouse operations, restaurants, medical and
rehabilitation centers, and other organizations the ability to forego having an employee take the
temperature of those entering the building, and instead allowing those resources to be utilized in
other areas of the business.

For more information or to place an order for Scan-Post, please visit our website, email
sales@barcominc.com, or call 423-855-1822.
*Scan-Post is not intended to diagnose or supersede a diagnosis of COVID-19, or any other disease.
About Barcom
Barcom has been in business since 1991 and provides automated data collection solutions to the
manufacturing, distribution, transportation and field service industries. Barcom specializes in the
integration of their own transaction software with industry leading hardware solutions designed for
rugged environments. Devices include bar code scanners for warehouse operations, mobile
computing devices for remote and mobile workforce operations, RFID for hands-free operations
inside and outside the four walls and standalone temperature sensing & access control solutions.
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